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Welcome back to Act 2 of Shadowlands. This act will run for 55 minutes . My name is Pauline, 

your audio describer . The set  is as  Act 1,  as are the characters with the addition of some 

minor players.  Each scene metamorphs into the next with appropriately dressed scene 

changers setting the furniture. 

 We left Joy  collapsed   on the floor  as a  result of a  deep spasm of pain. 

 We join Lewis aka Jack again , in front of the blackboard still chalked up from  his earlier 

address. He is speaking directly to us after learning of Joy's collapse and he is in a dark grey 

three piece suit and a patterned tie.   Warnie brings in Douglas who  still has his head in The 

Magician's Nephew and they discuss his mother's illness. 

Harrington and Riley    later rally round and offer him comfort. 

  Old fashioned   cream coloured  metal and fabric four sectioned  hinged  hospital screens 

are  set in the centre of the room  and  are rolled away to reveal Joy in a narrow metal framed  

hospital bed with its foot towards us, her hair is loose and around her shoulders.  A nurse 

played by Holly Smith  stands to one side, dressed in a blue knee length  dress over black 

stockings and sensible shoes completed  with  a white bibbed apron topped with a red belt 

and  she has a white starched cap    on her hair. She  takes  Jack and Douglas to Joy's bedside 

and  the  white coated , stethoscope adorned Doctor played by Ian Marr , speaks to Jack. 

 We join  gowned Harrington and Riley   who are again  discussing Joy's illness and the effect 

on Jack when he joins them and makes a startling  announcement. 

 The  hospital screen is again  rolled back and we are back  with  a  very weak Joy  and she 

and  Jack  are  quietly discussing their future whilst  the doctor and nurse hover solicitously 

nearby.  Meanwhile, Douglas travels to the Other World Space, as described in C.S. Lewis' 

book  , gthe Magician's Nephew,  and he enters through the back windows to collect a golden 

apple, a cure for dying,   in the  hope of saving his mother. 

Jack's  friends talk to each other then to  Jack  about Joy's illness before  he returns to the 

Hospital room for a surprising marriage  proposal  to Joy and the wedding quickly follows, but 

this time with  a ring  being given to Joy. 

Weeks later and Joy is improving and is allowed into a wheelchair where Jack finds her in the 

hospital. 

Harrington and Warnie meet and Warnie tells him that Joy is no longer dying and Harrington  

relays this information to Riley. 

Back in the  hospital and the screen is in place again , to be rolled back to  surprisingly reveal 

Joy on crutches supported by the nurse and doctor. 

 Joy is now home in Jack's  house and we are back in the study with Joy in an armchair  

dressed in a blue cardigan and neck scarf with her legs covered by a red and white crocheted 

blanket  and   Warnie and Douglas  are  playing chess next to her using the other chair  and a 

side table. 

A belated honeymoon  finds  the couple in Greece, Jack in  his suit  with Joy in a red pencil 

skirt and  dark cardigan.  They are waited on by Alistair Higgins .  It is 1960 and  we are  back 

in   Oxford   and the  health crisis is not yet over and Jack and Joy discuss the final  step. 



 Harrington, Gregg and Riley  are standing around  in the empty room with drinks in their 

hands after the funeral and  are again worrying about their friend and Warnie voices his 

concerns over Douglas. 

As the play draws to a close, Jack and Douglas have a conversation about Joy and it ends with 

Jack addressing us again as if we are at a college seminar. 

 

 The next audio performance will be Chitty Chitty Bang Bang on Saturday June 18th at 

2.30p.m. The describers will be Veryan and Penny. 

 

 

Word total 688. 

Time taken approx  5 minutes. 

 

 


